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To include:

Founded in 1999, Swift Metal Services remains a family owned business. Our team are committed to
the core values of the company, ensuring we do what is best for the customer, each other and the
enterprise.

C – Customer Experience

The Swift Metal team are committed to providing an outstanding customer experience at every
point of contact. We strive to create life-long partnerships with our customers, through exceptional
communication and personal interaction.

O – Operational Excellence

To us, this means that anything we do, is done in the best possible way. Our people are focused on
achieving excellence in all areas, continually improving processes and self-development. Our admin,
manufacturing and job reporting procedures provide accurate up-to-the minute job updates and
delivery schedules.

R – Reliability and Trust

Our team are steadfast in maintaining openness and honesty in all business relationships. Matters of
confidentiality are respected and honoured. We believe in transparency and integrity.

E – Expertise

We are a unique company, with a unique skills base. Our team is made up of incredible people that
have a passion for continuous improvement and attention to detail. As a single source supplier, it is
important that from the shop-floor trained sales and customer service team, to manufacturing and
safety, everything we do ensures a quality outcome for our clients, staff and the community.
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To include:

Our Partnership Approach

Partnership – ‘The joining together of two parties working towards a common goal’

Our partnership approach to contract manufacturing means that we believe in forming alliances with
our clients and working with them to achieve their goals and expectations. We try to be consistently
in sync with our customer’s product strategies, so we are able to provide components and
assemblies according to their specifications and time frames.  We work together to ensure every
aspect of the procurement and manufacturing processes are communicated, understood and
controlled through strategic planning and exchange of information. As a result, this helps to build,
confidence, trust and therefore leads to mutually beneficial relationships.

We do not want to be just a voice on the phone or a name in an email, we want to get to know our
customers and develop sincere relationships. That way, if problems should arise in the transaction,
we have trust and the confidence we need in one another to work things out quickly and effortlessly.
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Double Page:

- Mind-Map sort of format.
- Paragraph A as introduction to page
- Swift Logo and tagline central
- Smaller paragraphs with relevant images situated and related to logo as a mind map

Component Design:

All our sales and technical
team are shop-floor trained
and eager to assist you with
design and development of
your parts.

Pressing & Stamping:

Our range of presses means we have the
capabilities to press and form all types offerrous and non-ferrous metals. The inclusion
of an experienced in-house tool-maker allows us
to provide tool building services as well as the
ongoing repairs and maintenance to existing
tooling.

Machining & Thread Rolling:

We have the facilities to supply
large quantities of precision
machined components & thread
rolled parts to a diverse range of
industries across Australia.

Punching and Drilling:We offer manual, automatic and CNCpunching and drilling capabilities.Assessing which of these capabilities bestsuits the requirement. Guaranteeing aflawless and economical result.

PARAGRAPH A

As part of developing a partnership with our clients we offer full-service contract manufacturing. We are
committed to operational excellence and leverage our capabilities to deliver trouble free experiences to our
customers. Taking care of requirements from the initial design of the components, through to the final
packaging and assembly of the products means that clients can be confident in the delivery of their parts.
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Bending and Forming:

We employ cutting-edge
Metal Bending, Folding &
Forming technology for the
efficient production
brackets and compoenents

Repetition fabrication and
Welding:Our entire operationoptimizes high productionruns and repetitivefabrication and mig & tigwelding services.

Component Assy & Packaging:

We also offer an assembly and packaging service. We
adhere to your strict specifications and requirements to
produce high quality finished products, ready for final
assembly or sale.

Transport :

We provide FIS transport
options all over Australia
and into New Zealand.

Surface Finishing & Coatings:

To work with out turn-key manufacturing solution
we also can take care of the coating or finishing of
your components. Our team are available to
advise you of the most effective finish for your
product.
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To request a quote:

Email: sales@swiftmetal.com.au

To discuss your requirements and find out how we can partner with your company

PH: 1800 626 525

Website: www.swiftmetal.com.au
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